NEW OUTWELL® FAST-PITCH CARAVAN AWNINGS FEATURE ITS ACCLAIMED
INFLATION TECHNOLOGY

Fuss-free pitching has opened its doors to caravanners who can now experience
the same benefits from inflatable technology as enjoyed by Outwell® tent and
motorhome campers in recent years. The award-winning innovator of family
camping equipment has introduced its stunning time-proven One-Go Inflation
Technology to a range of top-quality inflatable polyester caravan awnings.
Just plug the supplied pump into a single air input valve and fully pitch the
Smart Air awning with little effort, in seconds. So quick. So simple. So Smart!
Outwell has created a unique frame that interlinks each upright via an apex tube
that also enhances rigidity. Isolation valves ensure the frame does not fully
deflate in the unlikely event of damage and facilitates repair.
The Smart Air Awning Collection has been designed specifically for caravans and
is made from market-leading Outtex® 6000 – the very best polyester developed
and made for Outwell. The light grey colour, with grey/black stripe, has been
chosen to complement any caravan.
Practical features in this focused collection include zip-out groundsheet and
Outwell Awning Draft Protection for a bug- and draught-free environment. Storm
guylines add further to on-site safety and stability. Views are maintained by
large windows in the walls and front door. The latter is backed by a full mesh
door for enhanced bug-free ventilation when working in conjunction with the
vents to keep the inside bright and airy. Zip-up curtains allow privacy tailored to
needs, enhanced by the unique tinted windows that also cut out UV light.
The collection comprises three
models: the Laguna Coast,
Pacific Coast (pictured left) and
Venice Coast. All are easy to
connect to a caravan rail and
feature front and side doors with

rain protectors. The simple Laguna Coast provides ample shelter for relaxation
and storage while the larger Pacific Coast offers a similar design with a larger
Rain Safe front entry for shelter from rain and sun. The Venice Coast extends
the Rain Safe entry to create a large open living area with windows that allows
sheltered relaxation while preserving views out.
Optional tailored carpets and footprints are available for each model to enhance
comfort and insulation while protecting the groundsheet and helping to make
maintenance an easy task.
For further information, including prices, and to find your nearest dealer visit
outwell.com
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Editor’s notes
Outwell and Outtex are registered trademarks.
Outwell celebrates its 20th anniversary in 2015.
Smart Air Awnings features include:
Outwell One-Go Inflation Technology – the development of our now timeproven Outwell One-Go Inflation Technology allows the camper to plug a
supplied pump into a single inlet valve and inflate the largest of tents in next to
no time – no moving the pump between individual air tubes. A manometer on
the high-volume double-action pump ensures the correct pressure. The simpleto-pitch and highly effective frame links uprights via an apex tube that also acts
as a ridge pole for increased rigidity. In the unlikely event of damage, each
individual upright assembly can be isolated using valves to prevent the frame
from fully deflating and to facilitate easy repair. All the air outlet valves can be
opened to rapidly deflate the tent for packing.
Tinted Windows – provide protection from the sun and add to privacy while
maintaining views out.
Storm guylines – easy seen in poor conditions to prevent tripping.
Sealed Ground System – Zip Out – zip-out bath-tub style groundsheet seals
the awning from mud, dirt and water yet can be removed for easy maintenance.
Rain Safe entry – delivers extra protection and storage outside the awning, the
Rain Safe Entry feature is designed as a generous porch over doorways for
campers and the tent’s interior to avoid a soaking from vertical and wind-driven
downpours whilst entering and leaving.
RRP: Laguna Coast €549.95; Pacific Coast €699.95; Venice Coast €899.95
Brand website outwell.com
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